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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (a) to extend the notions of 
mixing measure-preserving transformations to local properties of a 
linear operator and (b) then discuss the properties of sets of powers 
of the operator which are not necessarily semigroups. In particular, 
if T~ix --~ x o weakly in a Banach space X, where II T '~x I1 ~< M [1 x [1 and 
l im i/n i = 1, then 1/n~7= 1 Tk~x- -~Xo strongly for all increasing 
sequences {ki} with l im i lk i > 0. If X has separable dual, the conclusion 
holds "if and only if." 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space with norm I] [I and T a continuous linear 
operator from X into X such that its powers are equicontinuous, i.e., 
11 T~x ]] ~ M[] x ]L for all n and for all x.~ X. We denote the averages 
n 
of powers of T by T~ = 1/n Zk=l  Tk. 
DEFINITION 1. T is called ergodic at x if T,~x -~ x o for some x 0 c X. 
Clearly, since T(T~x)  = Tnx  @ (Tn+lx  - -  Tx) /n ,  Tx  o = x o . 
THEOREM I (Mean Ergodic Theorem). Let,  fo r  a g iven x ~ X ,  there 
be a subsequence {n'} of  {n} such" that weak-lim,v~oo T~,x = x o . Then T 
is ergodic at x, lira T~x = Xo, and Tx  o = x o . 
This result is originally due to K. Yosida, S. Kakutani, and F. Riesz, 
For a proof, see [1]. 
Clearly, if T is an operator on L2[0 , 1] induced by a measure- 
preserving transformation, T is ergodic at everyx  since L2[0 , 1] is locally 
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sequentially weakly compact. We henceforth consider stronger properties 
than ergodicity. 
DEFINITION 2. T is said to be strong mixing at x if weak-lim T~x -- x o 
for some x 0 c _32. 
Again, if T is induced from a measure-preserving transformation 
on [0, l] with the (strong mixing) property m('r-n~ t~ ~)  --~ m~m~ 
for all ~,  ~ measurable, then T is strong mixing at every x. 
THEOREM II. If T is strong mixing at x, then T is ergodic at x. 
Proof. I f  weak-lira T~x = xo, then weak-lim(Tx - /  ... -~ T~x)/n 
weak-lim T~x x o by the Ceskro convergence. 
There is yet another form of mixing intermediate between ergodicity 
and strong mixing. For this we need 
DEFINITION 3. Let A be any subset of the positive integers I. We may 
write A as a strictly increasing sequence A = {n~A}i~,. We define the 
upper density of A by ud(A) = lim supN[max{i : n~ ~ <~ N}/N],  the lower 
density of A by fd(A) = lim infs[max{i : ni A ~< N}/N],  and, if these 
limits are equal, the density of A, d(A), by the common limit. 
By the above definitions the following properties of density follow 
easily: 
(3a) ud(A) <~ud(A1) q- ... q-ud(A,~) if ACA 1U. . .  <)A n;  
(3b) ud(a) - /~d(A  c) = 1; 
(3e) ud(A --  B) = ud(A), dd(A B) = Ed(A) if B is finite; 
(3d) d(Ai) = 0 for i = 1, 2,... implies there exists A 0 such that 
d(Ao) ~ 0 and A i -- A 0 is finite. 
DEFINITION 4. T is called weak mixing at x if weak-l im~ a T~x = x o 
for some x o ~ X and some A with d(A) = 1. (Note that if A c is finite, 
the mixing is strong.) 
In other words, T'~x is rarely far from x o in the weak topology. 
Therefore, (Tx q- ... + T'~x)/n approaches x 0 weakly and we have 
THEOREM III. I f  T is weak mixing at x, then T is ergodic at x. 
If  T is the operator induced from a measure-preserving transforma- 
tion r on [0, 1] with the (weak mixing) property 
' i  ] m(r-~6g (~ ~)  -- rn~rn~ ]-+ 0 for all 6g, ~ measurable, 
n=l  
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then, by d({n: I m( ~-~ n ~) - -  m~m~[ > l/k}) = 0, the separa- 
bility of L210, 1], and (3d), we see that Tis weak mixing at all x ~L2[O, 1]. 
Halmos [2] and Friedman and Ornstein [3] have constructed examples, 
-r, which are actually weak mixing but not strong mixing. 
In an endeavor to show that mixing yields a stronger form of the 
ergodic theorem we consider averages of operator powers over arbitrary 
- N A - sets of integers by TN A - 1IN 5~i 1 T'~ - The case of A, a semlgroup, 
is handled by the Mean Ergodic Theorem. Before describing the general 
case we give some necessary combinatorial lemmas. 
3. LEMMAS 
LEMlVlA 1 (Mazur). Let weak-limn.~ x,~ = x~ in the Banach space X.  
N 
Then there exists, for each • > O, a convex combination Y~j=1%xj 
N , N (%- >/ 0, Y~j'=I c,j = l) of x~ s such that ]] x~ -- ~1 a3xs I] <~ •. 
This well-known result, which in fact is true for any normed space, 
is proven in [1]. 
LEMMA 2. Let B1, By be the closed balls about 0 in the Banach 
space X with radii 1 and U > 1, respectively. Suppose {x~}~V=l is a finite 
~-- 1/N ~=1 xi ¢ B1.  Then there exzsts a subset of B v such that av.(xi} N - • 
subset of {x~}, {x~,}~=l such that p >~ (1/2U)N and 11Z~=~ x~ II ~> ½for 
any convex combination of the {x~0}. In other words, no matter what finite 
set of points we pick, a guaranteed percentage of them will have a convex 
hull away from O. 
Proof. Consider {x~}N=I C Bu.  By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can 
find f~  X '  of norm 1 such that f ray (x.~ ~- II av.{x~}ll. We have then 
N N J ". "t. ~,j., 
0 Re[f (1/NZ~=I  x0] = 1/NZ~=I Re[f(xi)] > 1. Let { ~,},=~ be the set 
of x~'s such that Re[ f  (x0] ~> ½. Applying the above, 
i~l  N 
Clearly, p >~ (1/2U)N. But Re[ f (~ %xio)] = ~ %Re[ f(xio)] /> ½. 
Since f has norm 1, p] Z~ %xi,]l ~> ½- 
LEMMA 3. Let A, B be subsets of positive integers with ud(A) = 1, 
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ud(B) > O. Then there exists an infinite subset C = {fi} of A such that 
any finite subset of C is translated infinitely often in B, i.e., 
{d', @ m, {~ -c m,..., {~ + m} = {{~ ,..., [~} @ {m} C B 
for infinitely many m. 
Proof. Let ud(B) = ~ > O. We can write 
L 
B C U {0, 1,...,L} @ {m,} -- ~.) {m,} i @ {~} for anyL 
i g~o 
disjoint 
where m i ~ B. Choose L so large that 1/L < a/3 and (by (3b)) that 
1/L card[A ~ ~ {0, l,...,L}] < ~/3. Then there exists #,~ • A with 
0 < f~ ~ L such that {0, #~} @ B ~ C B with ud(B a) > O. Otherwise (3a) 
implies ud(B) < 1/L -+- 1/L card[A o n {0, 1,..., L}] ÷ 0 -L  < ~. Now 
substituting B1 for B and A -- {0,..., El} for A in the above argument 
we get {0,#2} @ B~CB ~ with ud(B ~) >0 or {0,{.~,G}@ B2CB.  
Repeating indefinitely we obtain C = {E~ < E~ < ..-} such that 
{0, d'l ,..., #1~} @ Bk C B where t~ e A and B k is infinite with ud(B k) > O. 
4. A MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM FOR WEAKLY MIX ING OPERATORS 
THEOREM IV. I f  T is weak mixing at x, then TNBx --* x o for all B 
with efd(B) > O. I f  X '  is separable, the convergence of TNBX for all such B 
insures T is weak mixing at x. 
In other words, the ergodic theorem holds here as long as the powers 
over which we average do not get too sparse. 
Proof. Since Tx o = x o we may assume T,2~ A x-+ 0 weakly with 
d(A) = 1. If the conclusion of the theorem is false, there exists B = {n~} 
Z~=l T ~'x 11 > 1 with #d(B) = fi > 0 such that (by linearity of T)M 1/k k 
for infinitely many k. By Lemma 2 for each such k we obtain a set 
C k = (/~lk,_.., ~P~,} C B ~ {0, 1 .... , n~}, where Pk >/k/2Mll  x]] and 
II Z~ ~.~ TCx I] ~½- Since dd(B) = fi > O, we may insure Pk 
k/2M [] x ii " nk/nk ~ fi/(4M [[ x [q)nk for infinitely many k. Now pick a 
sequence of subsets of the C~, C~ C C~ with the properties 
1/nk,: card C~. >~ fl/SM [I x It and min C;,+~ -- max C;, > i. Let 
C = l)~ C~, ) Since max C'k., ~ nz~, ud(C) >~ fi/SM II x I] > 0. By 
Lemma 3 there exists an infinite sequence {pj} C A whose finite subsets 
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are translated an infinite number of times in C. Since TPJx--+ 0 
weakly there exists by Lemma 1 a convex combination {%.} such that 
N 
II Zj=I ~:TPJx 11 < I /2M.  Since the distance between succeeding Cki s 
increases beyond bound we must have (p l ,  p2 ,..., Px} @ {m} C C~ C C7~ ' 
N for some m and i. Hence [1 ~2j=1 ~j T~:+mx ]l >/ 1 .  But 
a clear contradiction. 
Now suppose T Jx  ~ x o for all :d(B)  > 0 and X '  is separable. Then, 
since TNX ~ x o , Tx  o = x o , and we may assume TN~x --+ O. I f  T is not 
weak mixing at x, Re[ f (T~x) ]  > • > 0 for n ~ N with ud(A)  = ~ > 0 
(by (3d)) where f i s  of norm 1 in X'. Let B ~ 14 L) {iP}~=l for a positive 
integer P. Now TevBx -+ 0 but 
-- N B (a/2) nNBE -- (M/P) n~ aE M 
1 ~ Re[f(T ~, x)] ~ ~> Re[f(TNBx)] = N _ N 2 P 
for infinitely many N. By the arbitrariness of P, T must be weak mixing 
at x. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  X '  is separable and T~x --* x o weakly for n c A with 
ud(N) = 1, then T is weak mixing at x. 
Proof. Since ud(_d) = 1, the hypothesis of the ergodic theorem is 
satisfied and Tx o --  x o . Hence we may assume T,2~ a x-+ 0. Since we 
only need ud(A)= 1 for Lemma 3 and the method of proof in 
Theorem IV yields TN'X ~ 0 for all ld(B) > O, T is weak mixing at x 
by the separability of X' .  
COROLLARY 2. I f  7 is a measure-preserving transformation on [0, 1], 
then ~- is weak mixing i f  and only i f  
1~ Lo 
i= l  
for all measurable 6g and :d{ni} > O. 
5- MIXING TRANSFORMATIONS, z, OF [0, 1] 
In this case T is multiplicative on L2[0 , 1], i.e., T[ f (x )g (x ) ]  = 
f ( rx )  g(Tx) = T f .  Tg. The latter and the inner-product topology on L~. 
yield 
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THEOREM V (Blum-Hanson). 
. f ) . .  - -  T f -~  N g~l 
and all increasing infinite sequences {ni}. 
Proof. Assume (f, 1) = 0, 
~" is strong mixing if and only if 
for all feLz[O, 1] 
1 N 1 ~ T~f) 1 ~ 1 N 
-- J=l = j=l  
l N ] x 
"~ j=l 
by multiplicativity. Since strong mixing implies T~f,f) ~ O, most of 
the terms in the inner average are small for large N and hence the result. 
The analog of Theorem V in more general spaces is not known; 
however, by Theorem IV we will have convergence for dd{ni} > O. 
Corollary 2 furnishes a weak-mixing analogue of Theorem V. It may 
be proven more directly by a method similar to that of Blum and 
Hanson [4]. As above we have 
l i  1 N 
i=1 j=l 
Letfd(B) =~ >O, Not icethat ln i - -n j [  ~n uandthat ]n  i -n i l  =K 
has at most two solutions for fixed i. For large N we may insure 
nN <~ 2N/fi and 
2~N fie 
- -  where ~< 4f~lf[3 card{m ~ nN: I(T~f,f)l > ~} < ann <~ 3 
Then 
1 i 1 (Ne+~ ~ 2e. ][ T~fll ~< ~i=.  ~ foil?) < 
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